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ACADEMIC PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT 

 

The following academic programs were carried out in November: 

 

a) Bachelor  in Biblical and Theological Studies  

 

The fourth session of the Bachelor in Biblical and Theological Studies took place from 

November the 2nd to the 6th.  The subject matters in this period were “Pastoral Support”, 

and “Introduction to Theology” taught respectively by professors Marianela de la Paz Cot 

and Ary Fernández Albán. 

 

b) Course in Pentecostal Studies 

 



The first session of the 2020-2021 Program of Pentecostal Studies 

was held from November 9th to 13
th

. It was attended by 21 students, 

10 women and 11 men. The topics dealt with  were: ”Mission and 

Evangelization” by Professor  Antonio Santana Hernández, “Biblical 

Topics” by Professor Iván González and  “Pentecostalism” by 

professors Lidia Esther Aguiar  Rodríguez  and  José Aguiar López. 

 

c) Training Course for Sunday School Teachers  

 

The eighth and last session of the Training Course for Sunday School Teachers program was 

held on November 13th and 14
th

.  The subject taught on this occasion was “The learning process 

in the Sunday Schools”, by Professor Nelson Dávila Rodríguez. The course ended with 70 % of 

the students enrolled.  

 

d) School of Diakonia 

From November 16
th

 to 20
th, 2020

 SET carried out the last session of the School of Diakonia in its 

seventh edition, where nine students participated. The topics dealt with were “Theological 

Perspectives of Diakonia in the 21rst Century”, and “Planning and Design of Diakonal Projects”, 

both taught by the Seminary President, Professor Carlos Emilio Ham S. Other topics dealing 

with subjects like   “Local Development “were taught by Professor Luis Becquer from the 

Council of Churches of Cuba (CIC in Spanish); “Project Management” by Professor Yadan 

Figueroa; “Integrated Ecumenical Diakonia for Local Development and the Practical 

Experiences in CIC Area of Diakonia “by Professor Yordanys Martínez Dávalos; and Pastoral 

Basis of Diakonia” by the Dean, professor Amós López Rubio. 

 

In an interview to Yordanis Martinez, one of the professors in this session, she expressed her 

experience: “Our group at the School of Diakonia has arrived at SET again, glad of   meeting 

again   after months of separation during of the pandemic. This week of the final session we 

tackled topics of great importance for our training. We considered of great help f or the 

communities, the knowledge acquired for the transformation of our reality not only at classroom 

level but also everywhere where we do our work. It is one more step in the task of accomplishing 

God’s mission, that we work elaborating projects. It will let us move forward on the way with a 

little contribution   by the small people and for the small people of this time, inspired in 

Mathew’s 25:35-36. “Thanks for the opportunity”, he said.  

 

e) Session  of the Bachelor in Christian Education  

 

A new session   of the Bachelor in Christian Education was held from 

November 23th to 27
th

. The following subjects were taught:” 

Introduction to the New Testament II” by professors  Kirenia Criado 

and  Orestes Roca,  and “Our Faith”, by professor Ary Fernandez. 

 

 

 



 

f) Cuban Evangelical Chaplaincy  

The Cuban Evangelical Chaplaincy in Prisons and Hospitals has represented a significant 

contribution to the ecumenical movement, because of the participation of people from a diversity 

of evangelical denominations in the country, belonging or not to the Council of Churches of 

Cuba. Training courses in this ministry have been taught in all provinces. In chaplaincy work 

there is an emphasis on spiritual formation with such important pillars as humility, compassion, 

and wisdom, by means of an important curriculum of subject matters that provide the necessary 

resources for the work of support. The chaplaincy project coordinator, Professor Francisco 

Rodés González has been developing this work for many years since by personal decision; he 

started visiting prisoners in the penitentiary of Agüica in Colon, Matanzas. Currently he works as 

part of the National Team of this ministry in the support of more than two hundred chaplains 

trained all over Cuba. Last November 11
th

 this ministry celebrated “Chaplain’s Day” for the first 

time in Cuba. 

 

The coordinator of Hospital Chaplaincy, Adianés Ponce Villalonga told us that the second level 

of this course offered at SET for different churches in Matanzas has continued working every 

Monday for the 10 students participating. The curriculum of the 2020-2021 modules is aimed at 

dealing with chaplaincy for children. To this aim it has used and appropriated the Interpretive 

Spiritual Encounter (ISE in English). Adrianés Ponce said – “This method was created by a 

group of chaplains in London. By the use of games and art therapies they make a clinical 

assessment and follow up support to the possible spiritual sufferings of boys or girls. ISE is 

carried out in a dynamic and multidisciplinary form. Dynamic because it is developed by means 

of games and creative exchanges, and multidisciplinary because it has the participation of health 

professionals, relatives, and friends or supporting people. Reaching out to a child implies 

awakening his/her inner self so as to be able to see reality in a simpler and safer way. Children’s 

chaplaincy means both, playing and re-learning while taking care of them; it also means to get 

inside the reign of its true owners. This is what Jesus meant when he said   that if we go back to 

be like children we can enter the reign of heavens “she ended up by saying.  

 

The third session of the Advanced Evangelical Chaplaincy Course took place from 

November 23
rd

 to 27
th

 at the Roman- Catholic Church “La Milagrosa” in this city. It was 

attended by chaplains from Holguín, Las Tunas, Cienfuegos, Matanzas and La Habana. During 

that week the following subjects were taught: “To grow drinking from the same well” by 

Professor Alicia Sevila Hidalgo; Hospital chaplaincy dealt with three topics: “Presentation of a 

study case of spiritual support to children “by the Matanzas group, “Do you want a sandwich? 

An Approach to the spiritual support to children”, and “Sharing a story; the secret of spiritual 

support to children “by professors Adrianés Ponce Villalonga and Kim Christman. “ Team work: 

the  Strength of  Chaplaincy” by professors ” Alicia Sevila Hidalgo and  Francisco Rodés 

González; “Ecumenical chaplaincy”  by Professor Daniel Montoya Rosales, “the Ethics of 

Chaplaincy”  by professor Francisco Rodés González,  and “Spiritual Formation”  by professors 

Lázaro Ceballos and  Francisco Rodés González. In the evening of November 25
th

 the 

participants celebrated “National Chaplain’s Day “. The Seminary President, Carlos E. Ham was 

invited to speak on this special celebration. 



 

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCES  

 

In November the Seminary president participated in four international video-conferences via 

zoom. These are the following:  

 

1. On November 4
th

 president Carlos E.  Ham met representatives of the Presbyterian 

Church in Charlotte, North Caroline, USA, with which the Seminary has had a 

partnership for some years now.   

 

2. The Latin American Association of Institutions of Theological Education  (ALIET) has 

contributed to theological education  in the midst of the situation of the Pandemic of 

Covid -19 by means of a series of “ Sessions of Academic Talks” led by  the region 

theological organizations: from México, Colombia, Honduras, Costa Rica, Ecuador 

and  Cuba. Some video conferences were held on September 3
rd

 and 24
th

. On November 

5
th

 took place the presentation of the Baptist Seminary of Ecuador and the Evangelical 

Theological Seminary of Matanzas, Cuba. In both, the Seminary president, Carlos E. 

Ham S. and the vice-president, Clara Luz Ajo participated. Both seminaries made a 

thorough presentation of their work and the challenges of theological education. ALIET 

expects to continue strengthening the ties among all the institutions to support the task of 

theological education in which Latin America has had the privilege of participating. Next 

December 3
rd

, this process will continue with the participation of the United Bible 

University (UBL in Spanish) from Costa Rica. 

 

3. On November 18
th

 the president Carlos E. Ham S. facilitated the encounter of the 4
th

 year 

students Adiel González Maimó and Roxana González Batista with the young adults of 

the Presbyterian Church of Charlotte, in North Carolina, USA. They presented a bible 

study on the introduction to the Old Testament, focusing on the text of Job 2, 1-10. 

 

4. On November 24
th

 the president Carlos E. Ham participated in the doctoral thesis of the 

Colombian Theologian Andrés Pacheco Lozano from the School of Religion and 

Theology of the Free University of Amsterdam. The thesis title was “Towards a 

reconciliation theology. A pilgrimage of justice and peace to heal the broken relations in 

Colombia.  

 

CELEBRATION OF STUDENTS’ DAY  

 

Every year on November 17
th

 we celebrate “Students’ Day”. This year the students chose to visit 

the city of Cienfuegos again. They departed very early in the morning and when arriving at the 

city they were welcome by an Episcopal Church praise group. The hymns and songs sung were 

the day’s highlight, as well as the comradeship   and joy experienced by the students. They 

toured and admired this beautiful city that excels for its architecture, heritage and the majesty of 

Jagua Bay. On the departure they gave thanks to God, to the brothers and sisters that 

accompanied them and to SET for making this trip possible.   



 

CELEBRATION OF NOVEMBER COLLECTIVE BIRTHDAY  

 

On November the 20
th

 the birthdays of some SET staff members were 

celebrated collectively.  They were: Ana Margarita Ávila Reyes, 

Elisabeth (Chavela) González Rodríguez, Fausto Rionda Sánchez 

and  Waldemar Murguido Sánchez-Quirós. The celebration took place 

in the farm of the “Nuñez Jiménez” Foundation. The attendants 

participated in games, songs and the birthday people’s anecdotes.  Jesús (Chuchi) Martínez León 

enthusiastically prepared the program that ended up with the traditional toast.  

 

 PROGRAM “IN A CERTAIN SENSE”.  A CONCERT BY YUNIEL DOBLE PONCE 

 

The program “In a certain sense” was held in the evening of November 24
th

 

at the chapel “Resurrection” under the direction of Jesus (Chuchi) Martinez. 

On this occasion the guest was the talented youth Yuniel Doble Ponce, 

pianist, composer, singer and male choir conductor of the group 

Olympus.  The program had space for interviewing Yuniel who talked about 

his life and artistic career. In the concert he interpreted  Christian traditional 

music of  the Protestant  churches and  his own compositions s well as some 

of his songs that had won  awards  in the Kairós Festival of  Christian Music 

in  Matanzas city . Additionally, he gave us the present of an exercise of improvisation which is 

typical of his lay presentations: He asked four people from the audience to say phrases and at 

hearing them he composed a song for the delight of the public. At the end the choir Olympus 

conducted by Ponce and integrated by Matanzas young men made its interpretation. 

 

SET ART GALLERY EXIBIT 

 

In the afternoon of November 24th SET opened an exhibit of the 

works awarded in the 11
th

 Exhibition of Christian Art KAIROS 2020 

in its Gallery. This year the theme used to call the artists was the 

motto “The thirsty should come and those willing should freely drink 

the water of life”. Fourteen art pieces of 15 Matanzas artists were 

presented – On this occasion there was an outstanding participation of 

very young artists with high quality work.   

 

WORKSHOP “GENDER AND COMMUNICATION” IS HELD AT SET 

 

The workshop “Gender and Communication” organized  jointly by 

SET  Chair of Theology and Gender, the program of Women and 

Gender of the Council of Churches of Cuba (CIC)  and  the Christian 

Institute on Gender  Studies was held at SET “Nize Fernandez 

Conference Hall on November 27
th

.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

Professor Ofelia Ortega Suarez 

facilitated the bible study based on 

John’s Gospel 4, 1-30 and the 

journalist and Martin Luther King Jr. 

popular communicator Tamara Rosello 

Reina (Lic) presented the main topic.  

 

REFLECTION 

“Trusting in Jesus Christ,   we find hope” 

 

                                                           By Pedro Luis Laza González    

                                                           Fourth year student of the 

Licentiate in Theology  

 

Some months ago we started living a period of great uncertainties and 

stress in our families and society. For many, this was the signal of the 

end of time as told in the Book of Revelation and for other believers it 

is an expression of the fear that we frequently hear these days.  

 

Unfortunately, this epidemic causes sickness, death, food scarcity. The people lose their strength 

and hope day by day in the search of provisions for their sons, daughters and other relatives. To 

this we may add the difficult situation created when the families lack economic resources which 

prevents them from satisfying their needs and when the medicines they need are not available in 

the drugstores, or when they have the challenge of standing in long lines out of the market places 

without the certainty of getting goods. I am saying this based on my own experience and believe 

me, it is a very sad experience.  

 

Obviously, as a result of the difficult panorama we are going through, despair enters our homes 

and our lives and the path leading to God becomes gloomy. However here again, God`s word 

can   bring us hope for the future. That is what the book of Deuteronomy shows us “The Lord 

goes ahead of you. He will be with you; he will not leave you nor desert you. Do not fear or be 

intimidated.” 

 

The times we are living today are different; these are times when our families go back to occupy 

the center of our lives. All the things that seemed to us as relative before are important today. 

Never before had I felt such a need for an embrace, for sharing, for tasting the full life we live as 

individuals and as Christians. Never before had I felt such a need for visiting friends, for sharing 

a cup of coffee, a smile, a gesture of solidarity. Never before had I felt such a need for enjoying 

life to the full. God is so wise and good that he continues offering us his message in this journey 



and those who thought that had everything in control are receiving a great lesson 

because   everything has changed.  

 

Perhaps, our task is to discover what God wants from us as a family, but more than that, what 

God wants for our Lives. Thus a few pages of reflections and the contents studied are not 

enough. What truly matters is that both our families and our people can feel the strong desire of 

giving Good news, God’s good news. News offering hope, love, faith for tomorrow.  Also that 

our God, the God that walked together with His people day and night, and that continues doing 

so today, shall give us peace, compassion, reconciliation and mercy at all times in our lives.  


Contributions to Evangelical Seminary of Theology in Matanzas should be made to 

 the Ofelia Ortega Endowment Fund, Fund ID: 89726, Account: 1020094701.  

This information should be written on the memo line of the check. Contributions may be made either 

by individuals or congregations or presbyteries.  

The check should then be mailed to:  

Presbyterian Foundation, 200 East 12th Street, Jeffersonville, IN 47130. 
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